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Benefits of Brighter Roadmarkings

 Many studies of benefits of markings wherepreviously no 
markings existed

 Benefits range from -60% reduction to  + 10%

 New Zealand “before and after” studies inconclusive, often 
because of other concurrent initiatives such as “drink-drive” 
campaigns or efforts to increase reporting of crashes.

 Expanded use of RRPM in early 1990s

 New and expanded use of edge-marker posts early 1990’s

 Extensive use of reflectorised markings
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Measuring effects of delineation

 Roadmarkings are not usually the primary cause of crashes but 
poor markings accentuate other factors

 Intermediate measures of effect can be used such as speed, 
headway, and now hand positions
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Measures of Driving Behaviour

 Drivers’ perceived risk alters 

with the complexity of the 

driving environment
 Traffic density, Road type

 Adjustments to our behaviour 

to manage our risk
 Speed

 Following distance

 Hand Positions

 Recommended ’10-2’ o’clock hand position

 More likely to adopt the ’10-2’ position when risk is high
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Two Hands

Two hands on the 

top half of the steering 

wheel

Most control over 

vehicle in emergency 

situations

High perceived risk

One hand

One hand on the top 

half of the steering 

wheel

Moderate control over 

vehicle in emergency 

situations

Moderate perceived 

risk

Zero hands

Zero hands on the 

top half of the steering 

wheel

Lowest control over 

vehicle in emergency 

situations

Low perceived risk
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Hands-on method in daytime for other driver 

behaviours

 Hand position observations

 Ordinal ranking (0,1,2) 

(N = 6000)

 Eight sites 

 Varied road type, speed zone, traffic 
volume and accident history

 Sub-sample examined comparison 
between vehicle types (SUV vs Car)

 Questionnaire
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Findings of previous research 

 Patterns of hand positions do not relate 
solely to driving style, habit, or arm 
fatigue

 Drivers recognise that two hands on the 
top half of the steering wheel gives the 
most control over the vehicle 

 Self-reported hand position rankings 
increase in tense driving environments
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Findings of previous research (continued)

 Observations of hand position patterns vary 
with: 

 The complexity of the driving 
environment

 The perceived safety of the vehicle 
being driven

 Hand position observations can be used to 
measure the perceived risk of the road 
context
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Day-time observations
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Applying “Hands-on” to Delineation

 The hypothesis is that the better the marking brightness the 
more night-time drivers will drive as if it is daylight

 How do you see into the car at night-time to see hand positions
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Hands at bottom: “no hands”
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Equipment layout for night-time observations and measurements.

Experimental set-up
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Illuminating the site with Infrared light
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Testing in rain at daytime
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Work to date

 Measured hand positions in daytime, fine sunny weather.

 Measured hand positions in daytime, very wet weather.

 Measured hand positions in night-time, fine weather.

 Measured marking reflectivity (200-300mcd/m2/Lux)
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Results so far

 Hand positions in wet weather, daytime, are much higher than 
dry sunny, daytime, conditions. 

 but

 Hand positions at dry night-time almost the same as dry 
daytime.

 Perhaps these “commuter drivers” know the road,

 or

 These fairly bright markings within a mixed delineation system 
are providing drivers with a daytime-like experience.
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Minimum width for cyclist connectivity

How much space should be allowed for cyclists 
where available space doesn’t allow standard 

widths of guidelines
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Cyclists passing narrow bridge
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Cyclists passing service cover in shoulder area
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Cyclists and gratings within a narrowing cycle lane
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Experimental System

 Needed a system that could collect a lot of data unobtrusively 
around a range of situations

 Three camera system  is activated as cyclist approaches pinch-
point.

 Views of cyclist and road position on approach , at pinch point 
and leaving are recorded.

 Technical difficulties of false triggering by, for example, 
shadows of passing cars resolved

 Data now being collected at several sites.
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